Rebuttal Versus Reclamation -- Exodus to the Land

By Anna Von Reitz
The Twelve Steps I published some time ago are rebuttals to presumptions that are
being held against DEFENDANTS in court cases addressed to the "CITIZEN" named
after you. These presumptions are fatal and result in being held guilty 100% of the
time if they are not answered and rebutted---- and nobody tells you they exist, so,
guess what? The conviction rate in these "Debt Collection Courts" runs 98%.
Those steps are not going to set you free or reclaim your estate or get you back on
the land, though they do increase your chances of escaping a conviction if you are
already snarled into one of their courts.
The means to getting your estate reclaimed is the subject of the past year of work by
me and the whole Living Law Firm team and I can now safely say that the
fundamental process to deliver yourself back to the land jurisdiction is fairly simple:
1. Do an adult name change from the NAME---- JOHN MICHAEL DOE, for example, to
the Upper and Lower Case name styled like this: John Michael Doe. This is the
correct English Grammar and the correct Christian appellation and you need no more
reason than this to do it.
2. The name change costs around $150 and takes 60-90 days on average.
Immediately after receiving the final name change decree from the court, issue a
Deed of Acknowledgement, Acceptance, and Re-conveyance Without Consideration
and record it with the Land Recording Office. Take a certified copy back to the Clerk
of Court and have it recorded and made part of the case file at the court, too. You
have now come full circle and advised the court of your action in return.
The verbiage is very simple. Here's an example:
"On this 18th day of July in the Anno Domini year 2016 I have received and do
accept my own Trade Name doing business as John Michael Doe and do re-convey it
to Lawful Jurisdiction and its native domicile on the soil and land of the wyoming
state and do place this Deed upon the Public Record in token of my action."

Notice--- you seize upon the Name as soon as it is decreed to be yours, and
reconvey it to the "soil and land" of the organic state. You can either say "organic
state" or you can write the name in all small letters.
You are now in fully agreed upon possession of your own given name and you have
removed it back to the land jurisdiction. You have also identified it as a "Trade
Name" and not a "Foreign Situs Trust" so that the rats can't pretend otherwise and
do a repeat of the FDR Fraud.
In simply doing this you have "reoccupied" the land jurisdiction of Wyoming and
begun the process of coming home.
Do that much for yourself and your family and your country and over half the battle
is won, because this finally gives you the solid ground and standing with which to
assert your identity and begin the process of reclaiming the rest of your property.
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